## SWAROVSKI

**STRASS® LIGHTING COMPONENTS**

### COLORS

- Arctic White
- Crystal
- Silk
- Rosaline
- Bordeaux
- Violet
- Blue Violet
- Dark Sapphire
- Medium Sapphire

### EFFECTS

- Crystal Blue AB
- Crystal Golden Shadow
- Crystal Golden Teak
- Crystal Bronze Shade
- Crystal Silver Shade
- Crystal Silver Glaze
- Crystal Silver Night
- Crystal Lilac

Colors and effects can appear different when illuminated with different light sources. Swarovski uses standard light source D50 for color decision and comparison. © 2017 D. Swarovski Distribution GmbH
STRASS® LIGHTING COMPONENTS

ALPHABETICAL ORDER

Arctic White
Antique Green
Blue Violet
Bordeaux
Crystal
Crystal Blue AB
Crystal Bronze Shade
Crystal Golden Shadow
Crystal Golden Teak
Crystal Lilac
Crystal Silver Glaze
Crystal Silver Night

Crystal Silver Shade
Dark Sapphire
Emerald
Jet
Light Peridot
Light Topaz
Medium Sapphire
Rosaline
Silk
Topaz
Violet

For details on available colors and effects for each article within the product groups, please see the product matrix of the respective item in the Lighting Collection. For color and effect samples, please see the corresponding color chart.

Special Requests will be checked individually; we reserve the right to reject enquiries for production reasons.

Colors and effects can appear different when illuminated with different light sources. Swarovski uses standard light source D50 for color decision and comparison. Slight changes in shades are unavoidable. Colors may vary according to cut and foiling.

The composition of Advanced Crystal is compliant with regulatory industry norms and laws regarding the restriction or prohibition of certain substances in the most relevant segments of our customers.

For further information please visit swarovski.com/architecture
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